I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper I would like to address several basically independent issues relating to the processes of natural language generation (NLG) and research on modeling these processes.
In the subsection "Paradigms for Generation" I maintain that, viewed at a moderately abstract level, the vast majority of current research in this area falls into a single model and focuses on the "tail end" of the language generation process.
The difference between individual models seems to be based on differing assumptions or convictions regarding the nature of "pre-generative" aspects of language use.
The subsection "Conceptual Generation" describes the particularized version of this basic model within which I work. The assumptions underlying this approach and the aspects of language generation which it attempts to account for are stressed. The paradigm which has evolved out of this decision is depicted in Figure 2 . The increased use of context is done to effect a more "natural" encoding of the message rather than simply a "legal" encoding.
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